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Abstract. 
Macroeconomic evaluation from the perspective of 
parameters of Economy of the Public Sector of the effect 
on the environment of effect gases conservatory and the 
definition of technological and financial tools that 
guarantee efficient levels of control.   

Revision of the general criteria that must as much govern 
the regulating actions of the National Plans of allocation 
of Rights of Emission as in the design of flexible 
programs of promotion of technological projects of 
Joint Application between signatory countries of the 
Protocol of Kyoto as Mechanism for a Clean 
Development in other people's countries 

Definition of management tools, exchangeable credits of 
emission in the communitarian market.   

Joint of financial instruments that canalize programs of 
collective investment in technological projects, Funds of 
Carbon, that reduce the costs of information, 
communication transaction and implementation with a 
consequent reduction of the risks. 

Consideration of the necessity simultaneously to 
conjugate and to put in practice state reference 
instruments of the external economies associated to the 
productive processes of the power sector that consider 
social aspects, programs of economic reactivation and the 
fulfilment of commitments in the matter of climatic 
change and prevention of contamination. 
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1. Political Energetic and of Environmental 
Management. 
The model of development of the producing companies 
of energy in the current international frame, answers to 
the stereotype of an external economy of production of 
technological character. The producing agent can be 
compensated by the benefits of the producing activity and 
not necessarily one sees obliged to assume the totality of 
the associate costs. It is necessary to determine, to define, 
to quantify and to shape the benefits and external costs, 
the effects pollutants against the environment, the 
instruments and the efficient level of the pollution control 
of the environment inside what they constitute political 
and national and supranational measurements.  

The measurements and strategies of national character 
can and must go accompanied of the staging of new 
mechanisms and technological and financial hardware 
that they contribute to the development of political joint 
and balanced of local and international character that 
there facilitate the attainment of the targets proposed and 
assumed with the signature of the Protocol of Reduction 
and Limitation of Gas Emission of Hothouse effect and 
the diffusion of new technologies of energy production, 
in particular from more innocuous renewable sources of 
energy with the environment. The putting in practice of 
political these promises to turn into an effective formula 
for the innovation and transference of technology and the 
sustainable development of new energy forms. 

The most direct mechanism of market and effective to 
correct the distortions of the energy market would be 
initially of burdening fiscally the production of electricity 
from conventional sources up to the level of the costs 
outsourcing for every technology. In this sense and in 
spite of a few fearful advances the opposition and 
geopolitical resistance and macroeconomics provoked by 
the reform of energy tax system generate and suppose a 
few barriers of entry that postulate them difficult to raise. 
For this reason there have appeared in the last decade in 
the western sphere compensatory solutions that are faced 
to encourage with alternative formulae the renewable 
energies, which they constitute undoubtedly an 
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opportunity of future for the same ones. The Protocol of 
Kyoto foresees the use of international mechanisms of 
market based on criteria economic that try to help the 
states to fulfil of efficient form the targets of reduction 
and/or limitation of emissions. 

Political and National Measurements must be 
complemented and brought together with the 
participation in the systems of commerce of rights of 
emission and with the development of technological 
projects in Joint Application between countries integrated 
to the Protocol of Kyoto and by means of projects based 
on the Mechanism for a Clean Development of countries 
foreign to the protocol. 

A country of reference in the design of multilateral 
programs of performance is Holland that has designed a 
Strategic Plan that postulates to reduce six per cent of his 
emission in 1990 in the period 2008-2012 combining 
Political Nationals; Projects of transference of clean 
technologies to countries less developed in the field of 
South America and Asia (Bolivia, Brazil, China, Costa 
Rica, El Salvador, India, Indonesia, Jamaica and 
Panama); Projects of Joint Application in the Centre and 
East of Europe and promoting the commerce of rights of 
emission and taking part, across Prototype Carbon Fund 
and Community Development Carbon Fund, in the Funds 
of Carbon. 

 

2. Contamination of the environment and the 
efficient level of control.  
The Graph 1 represents the typical situation of a 
productive activity that bears external productive 
economies of technological character of negative type. In 
it represents the existence of a marginal cost deprived for 
the producing agent of energy that it does that from a 
level Q0 of production a by-product (contamination) is 
generated and that implies an additional increasing cost 
as there increases the level of production, cost associated 
with the productive process not supported by the 
producing company that it does that the Social cost every 
time moves away more of the function of Private cost. 
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Graph 2. Marginal evaluation of the quality of the 
environment / marginal cost of reducing the contamination vs. 

Quality of the environment. 

Departing from the premise of considering the quality of 
the environment to be the production of a good (Graph 2, 
Abscissas, quality levels of the environment of increasing 
character of left side to right hand; arranged, marginal 
evaluation of the different levels of quality of the 
environment and marginal cost of reducing the 
contamination) it is necessary to establish following 
considerations: for very high levels of contamination MI 
evaluation granted to the control of the contamination is 
very high. On the contrary as it improves the quality of the 
environment the marginal evaluation diminishes 
becoming a zero in absence of contamination. 

The quality of life obtained as consequence of an 
independent, proper performance of the free functioning 
of the market, he would be MI correspondent at a level of 
production Q , level in which the difference is not born by 
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contamination that eliminates proper levels of difference 
of other levels of environmental quality. 

It is necessary to conclude in this point that the marginal 
cost of reducing the contamination is the value of the 
goods and services from which it is necessary to resign to 
increase the measurements of control of the contamination 
or, from another point of view, the value of the goods and 
services from which it is necessary to resign if one wants 
to support certain levels of quality of the environment. 

 

3. Instruments of state control of the 
contamination of the Environment. 
Essentially four feasible instruments can be established of 
being used by the State as mechanisms of control of the 
environmental contamination:   

a) The awarding of rights of property on the Environment, 
cash in case of external economies that affect a limited 
number of agents and where the State is capable of 
defining exactly the rights of property. 

b) Establishment of taxes on the activities or substances 
pollutants or a direct tax on the contamination itself. This 
instrument manages to reduce the level of activity that 
originates the contamination but, in yes same, does not 
establish any incentive to design and to implement 
alternative technologies. The principal disadvantage 
centres on establishing the exact quantity of the tax to 
applying. 

c) Public subsidies. This instrument assigns the rights of 
property of the environment whom they contaminate and 
it loads the costs of control of the contamination on the 
taxpayers. This system does not offer monetary 
incentives so that the level of contamination diminishes 
in the sources 

d) Commerce of rights of emission. The State fixes the 
standard level of contamination and controls directly the 
level of degradation of the environment. These standards 
can apply to themselves alternative or simultaneously to 
the emission of substances pollutants or to the quality of 
the environment. The cost of expiring with the regulation 
relapses in general on the producers and direct consumers 
of the goods. The system complements itself with the 
creation and selling on part of the state of permissions of 
contamination. The states fix previously a certain level of 
degradation of the way expressing simultaneously a 
certain number of rights of emission that are extracted to 
public auction, the buyers will be ready to pay until the 
price turns out to be similar to the costs associated with 
the control of the contamination. 

A coherent combination of this tools, which happens for 
one reasonable and acceptable commitment of reduction 
of the emission of hothouse, will allow to design strategic 
geopolitical and technological plans based in economic 
notion and come up environmental commonly recognized 
and compromised with the revitalization  of a sustainable 
development 

In the strategic model proposed by the Spanish state1 
there is claimed to agree on  the joint of protocols of 
commerce of rights of emission (deals are foreseen by 
value for 200 million euros for the exercise 2005)2 with 
the maintenance of subsidies, 60 cents by KW3, destined 
to encourage the use of national coal in the thermal 
power-station4. 

 

4. International mechanisms of support to the 
fulfilment of the guidelines of the Protocol of 
Kyoto.  

A.  Commerce of Rights of Gas emission of 
greenhouse effect 
The object of the Board 2003/87/CE of the European 
Parliament and of the Advice of October 13, 2003 is of 
regulating the commerce of rights of gas emission of 
hothouse effect inside the European Union in order to 
foment the reduction of the emission of these gases of an 
effective and economically efficient form. 

A right of emission grants to his holder the right to 
liberate to the ambience, during a certain period, a metric 
ton of dioxide of carbon (CO2) or a quantity with an 
equivalent potential of warming of the planet of methane 
(CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), hidrofluorocarburos (HFC), 
perfluorocarburos (PFC) or hexafluoruro of sulfur (SF6). 

The commerce of rights of emission is a mechanism of 
market that allows to the issuing facilities of gases of 
hothouse to exchange the rights of emission previously 
assigned to each of them. The commerce of rights of 
emission is only possible in the measurement in which 
beech, on the one hand, facilities which emission of gases 
of hothouse overcomes the rights of emission assigned 
and, on the other hand, facilities which emission of 
hothouse is low to which they would allow the rights of 
emission assigned. 

The latter facilities will be able then, if this way they 
decide it, to sell the remaining rights of emission to the 
companies which emission has overcome the initial quota 
of assigned rights. 

This way, meanwhile selling companies of rights of 
emission will see rewarded economically his effort of 
reduction of emission,   buying companies of rights will 
avoid to be fined for exceeding his quota assigned of 
rights. 
                                                 
1 REDONDO GIL, C. Y CARBAJO NOGAL, C.;  Regulatory strategies of 
the Renewable Energies in the European Union. The Ist Technical 
congress on Renewable Energies. Chair of the Renewable Energies of 
the University of León. Departament of Economy and Employment of 
the Meeting of Castile and León. General direction of Energy and 
Mines. University of León, November, 2003. 
2 Peter Sweatman, Climate Change Capital  (CCC) in Spain. On January 
14, 2005 
3 Plan of the Coal 2006-2012. Department of Industry Spain. 
4 REDONDO GIL, C.; Environmental strategies in the mining and energy 
sectors. Security, Quality and Environment in the Engineering of 
Mines: Our Future (2003). Department of Economy. General Direction 
of Energy Politics and Mine. Official Laboratory Madariaga 
Polytechnical University of Madrid. Univ. Polytechnical of Catalonia. 
(Barcelona) November, 2003.   
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The economic logic of the system of commerce of rights 
of gas emission of hothouse5 takes root in that by means 
of the exchange of rights it is achieved that the necessary 
reduction of emission to fulfil an environmental 
predetermined target realizes there where the cost of this 
reduction is lower. 

This mechanism of market allows to obtain this way the 
same environmental global targets that had been reached 
to fulfil all the facilities his quotas of emission assigned 
but with the advantage of which all the companies limit 
his costs of adequacy to the regulation: some, because 
they have extra income derived from the selling of rights 
and others, because there save themselves the costs - 
sanction, public negative image, etc. - that would stem of 
expressing over the allowed for his rights of emission 
assigned. 

All the economic realized analyses coincide that the 
starting of the community diet of rights of gas emission 
of hothouse will allow to reduce considerably the costs of 
fulfilment of the commitments of reduction of emission. 
According to the calculations of the European 
Commission, the cost saving will reach every year as 
minimum 1.326 million € during the first phase, that is to 
say, 35 % of the costs that would have to fulfil the 
commitments without European market of emission. The 
principal saving will correspond globally to the sector of 
energy activities (1.084 million €, 33 % of his alternative 
costs of fulfilment), whereas the metallurgical industry of 
iron minerals will save 209 million €, which there 
supposes 50 % of his alternative costs of fulfilment. 

The environmental logic of the system of commerce of 
rights of emission takes root in the incontestable fact of 
which the climatic change is an environmental global 
problem since the emission of hothouse effect has 
consequences to planetary scale independently of the 
place where they take place6. It is for it, that from an 
environmental point of view, the place in which the 
emission diminishes has little importance if real 
reductions of the same ones are obtained. The creation of 
a European market of rights of gas emission of hothouse 
takes as an end to contribute to the fulfilment, of an 
economically efficient way, of the community targets of 
reduction of the emission of hothouse. From this 
perspective, only it has sense, environmentally speaking, 
to start this market if the entire quantity of rights of 
emission that will be assigned is coherent with the 
commitments of reduction. 

At first, in the initial period (2005-2007) only rights of 
emission will be assigned to the facilities and energy 
activities of combustion with a thermal nominal potency 
superior to 20 MW - included the plants of cogeneration 
but with the exception of the facilities of dangerous or 
municipal residues-, the refineries of hydrocarbons and 
coque factories. 
                                                 
5 CARMONA, CARRASCO  Y FDEZ-REVUELTA (1993): " An approach to 
interdiscipline of the accounting of the environment ". Spanish 
magazine of Financing and Accounting. Vol. The XXIInd. Nº 75. April 
- July. Pp. 277-305 
6 CAPRA (1991): " The new ecological paradigm ". Integral magazine. 
Nº 22. Monographic: "Piece of news Makes aware ", Pp. 26-31. 

The value threshold of 20 MW applicable to the facilities 
of combustion refers in general to the production capacity 
of the plant to the effect that if the same holder will 
realize several activities of the same category in the same 
installation or emplacement, the capacities of the above 
mentioned activities would join. 

The entire exclusion of the facilities of incineration of 
residues of the ambience of application of the Board 
justifies itself, according to the European Commission, 
for the difficulties of measuring the content of carbon of 
the burned residues. 

Among the consequences derived from the participation 
of the energy sector in the commerce of rights of 
emission it is necessary to emphasize that although the 
starting of the community diet of commerce of rights of 
gas emission of hothouse will allow to the energy sector 
of the EU to reduce at least 33 % the costs that it had had 
in case of having to expire with not marketable quota of 
emission, the cost for the energy sector of the EU of his 
participation in the commerce of emission thinks that it 
will reach, according to the European Commission, a 
maximum of 2.200 million annual €. This quantity will 
be destined so much to technological investments to 
reduce the emission as to the global buy of rights of 
emission that will be realized. 

According to a study of the counsel McKinsey, who takes 
the principal markets as a reference centre Europeans, 
one of the principal consequences of the extra charges 
that will have to confront the energy European sector will 
be probably the increase of the prices of the energy both 
for the domestic consumers and for the industrialists. The 
study foresees equally the acceleration of the process of 
replacement of the coal for the natural gas as principal 
combustible of the thermal not nuclear head offices, since 
a plant of natural gas expresses the half of CO2 that a 
plant of the same potency fed by coal. These forecasts of 
McKinsey are based that the price of the rights of 
emission will become stable in winch 25 € for unit in 
2008. At this price, it will turn out to be more economic 
to construct gas plants of high efficiency that to continue 
producing the coal head offices. The above mentioned 
will be closed and his rights of emission sold on the 
market, which will provoke the fall of the prices up to the 
point that will be profitable again to support the coal head 
offices to satisfy the increasing demand of electricity, 
demand that will make to raise the prices of the rights 
again up to the level of 25 €. According to McKinsey, a 
third of the coal plants will be replaced with gas between 
2005 and 2012, but being supported in functioning two 
remaining thirds. 

Now then, if the Russian Federation and other Eastern 
bloc end up by taking part on the common market 
directly well, well across the Joint Application (JA), the 
price of the rights of emission will go down much 
underneath 25 € and, therefore, the consequences 
foreseen by McKinsey will remain strongly attenuated. 
Equally there will turn out to be very limited the extra 
charges foreseen by the European Commission. 

Between the potential benefits of the starting of the 
market of rights of emission to the renewable energies in 
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the EU it is necessary to point out that the European 
market of rights of emission of hothouse can contribute 
benefits limited to the development of the renewable 
energies in the European Union. With rights of emission 
assigned mostly of free form, slightly clear limits of 
allocation and excluding the renewable sources, the extra 
charges that the energy conventional industry will have to 
confront for his contamination of hothouse will be modest 
and, therefore, into little they will help to change the 
current distortions of the energy market to the detriment 
of the renewable energies. 

It is true, in any case, that the light increase of the prices 
of the energies will help to do more competitive in terms 
relative to the renewable sources. 

 It is important, nevertheless, to leave clear good that, 
against what they affirm some voices, the light increase 
of costs that will have to confront the brown energies 
with the starting of the system of commerce of emission 
in no case will allow to compensate all his external costs. 

With a view to accentuating this tendency, it is important 
to achieve that the States members auction the possible 
maximum of rights of emission from the first phase and 
destine the quantities collected to the promotion of the 
energy efficiency and the renewable energies. 

On the other hand, yes there must stand out the 
interesting opportunities of business that for the 
promoters and manufacturers of renewable western 
technologies will have the financing and construction of 
plants of generation of heat and/or electricity from 
renewable sources realized under protection of projects of 
Joint Application (JA) and Mechanism for a Clean 
Development (MCD) in the States of the East of Europe 
and in the developing countries, respectively. It will be 
only possible, nevertheless, if the juridical and economic 
frame of the countries of reception makes the investment 
feasible and reduces to the maximum the costs of deal 
and the regulatory suspense. 

If these conditions happen, there is foreseen the 
achievement of many energy renewable projects. 

 

B. Flexible mechanisms foreseen in the 
Protocol of Kyoto 
The Protocol of Kyoto foresees the possibility of using 
three international mechanisms of market - the 
Commerce of rights of emission (CRE), the Joint 
Application (JA) and the Mechanism for a Clean 
Development (MCD) - in order to help to that the States 
could fulfil in an economically more efficient way the 
targets of reduction or limitation of emission foreseen in 
the Protocol. These three mechanisms have been named 
flexes in the measurement in which they try to introduce 
a certain flexibility in the routes to reach the targets of 
reduction of emission. 

In contrast to the commerce of rights of emission, the 
Application Combines (AC) and the Mechanism for a 
Clean Development (MDL) they are flexible mechanisms 
based on the project achievement of reduction of 
emission. 

The flexible mechanisms based on projects have, 
nevertheless, the same economic and environmental logic 
as the international commerce of rights of emission. On 
the one hand, these flexible mechanisms allow the States 
forced by the Protocol of Kyoto to fulfil his targets of 
reduction or limitation of emission of a more economic 
form to it to be able to realize a part of the above 
mentioned reduction of emission in other countries, in 
which the cost of the same one is lower than the cost that 
would have to realize it in the territory of the proper 
State. 

On the other hand, and from an environmental point of 
view, the place where the reduction of the emission takes 
place has little importance if there are obtained real 
reductions of the same ones, last target of the flexible 
mechanisms.  

As well as the starting of the common market of rights of 
emission does not need in strict sense the coming into 
effect of the Protocol of Kyoto, since the European 
Board of Commerce of Rights of Emission has a juridical 
proper and autonomous life, the flexible mechanisms 
based on projects yes that need the coming into effect of 
the Protocol to be juridically effective. 

Projects of Combined Application (AC) 
Together with the Mechanism for a Clean Development 
(MCD), the Joint Application (JA) is one of two flexible 
mechanisms of Kyoto based on projects. By means of the 
JA, any State that has assumed in the Protocol of Kyoto 
obligations of reduction or limitation of his emission of 
greenhouse will be able to acquire and, therefore, to take 
into account like proper the reductions of emission of 
hothouse realized in other countries included in the same 
list. For it, he will have to help in these countries to 
finance projects that they contribute to the reduction of 
the emission of hothouse in the same ones. 

The projects of Joint Application have, therefore, as 
active States and recipients States to the same group of 
countries: the developed western countries and the 
countries developed of the East Europe in transition to 
the economy of market. It is foreseen that the JA is a 
good mechanism of transference of advanced 
technologies, especially to Russia, where a great potential 
exists for the investments of JA in the energy sector, 
which will be translated in an increase of the investments 
of the companies of the EU. 

Although it will not be the most frequent thing, the 
Combined Application will be able to happen also 
between two countries of the EU. In fact, only four 
months ago the first project of JA appeared between 
Germany and Spain in the field of the biomass, promoted 
in Archidona (Malaga) for the German company 
Inergetic and the Town hall of the locality. 

The reductions or credits of emission derived from the 
projects taken refuge in the Joint Application (JA) will be 
quantified by means of the called Units of Reduction of 
Emission (URE) that will send the country in which the 
project is executed. The execution of a project of AC will 
imply a transference of UREs of a country to other 
although the entire emission authorized to each of two 
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countries will continue being the same. Although any 
project of JA will have to be passed for two taking part 
States, the same ones will be able to authorize to legal 
persons to take part in actions conducive to the 
generation, transference and acquisition of UREs. This 
possibility opens the door for the participation of the 
private sector in the project achievement of JA. 

In fact, it is hoped that it should be the private sector the 
one that principally carries out these projects. The 
acquisition on part of the Credit states of emission 
proceeding from the JA will always have to be 
supplementary to the adoption of the national 
measurements adapted to fulfil the commitments of 
reduction of Kyoto. Also, no State will be able to acquire 
UREs if it has not established a national system of 
estimation of his emission. Mechanism for a Clean 
Development (MCD) 

Mechanism for a Clean Development (MCD) 
Together with the Joint Application (JA), the Mechanism 
for a Clean Development (MCD) is one of two flexible 
mechanisms of Kyoto based on projects. By means of the 
MDL, any State that has assumed in the Protocol of 
Kyoto obligations of reduction or limitation of his 
emission of hothouse will be able to acquire and, 
therefore, to take into account like proper the reductions 
of emission of hothouse realized in other countries not 
included in the said list. For it, he will have to help to 
finance projects in these countries that they contribute to 
the reduction of the emission of hothouse in the same 
ones. 

The projects of MCD will have, therefore, as active 
subjects to the developed western countries and as 
principal fastened recipients to the developing countries. 
The project execution of MCD will contribute that the 
developed countries could fulfil in a way as economic as 
possible a part of his targets of reduction or limitation of 
emission, impelling, at the same time, the sustainable 
development in the countries recipients of the projects. 

It is foreseen that the MCD is a good mechanism of 
transference of advanced respectful technologies with the 
environment to the developing countries.  

The reductions or credits of emission derived from the 
projects taken refuge in the Mechanism for a Clean 
Development (MCD) will quantify by means of the so-
called Certified Reductions of Emission (CRE), which the 
Executive Meeting of the MCD will send, the organism 
of the United Nations Convention on the Climatic in 
charge Change entrusted to supervise the application of 
the MCD. 

The RCE can already obtain regard of projects started 
from the year 2000 although only they will be able to be 
used from the year 2008, year in which there begins the 
first period of commitment of Kyoto. 

 They will be able to take part in the MCD so much 
deprived entities as public, although the approval of the 
projects will always correspond to the States. It is hoped, 
nevertheless, that it should be the private sector the one 
that principally impels the projects of MDL. 

 
C. Funds of Carbon 
The called Funds of Carbon are financial instruments of 
collective investment in projects of Combined 
Application (JA) and of Mechanism of Clean 
Development (MCD). The Fund receives economic 
contributions of his participants, who can be so much 
companies deprived as Governments. The Fund invests 
the resources contributed in projects of JA and of MCD 
and remunerates the investors, in proportion to his shares, 
with credits of emission - units of Reduction of Emission 
(URE) and  Certified Reduction of Emission (CRE) - 
obtained in the financed projects. 

The participants in these Funds are, so, both 
Governments and issuing companies of gases of hothouse 
that need to acquire credits of emission to help to fulfil 
the duties derived from Kyoto. By means of his 
participation in the Funds of Carbon, States and 
companies they can obtain credits AC and MDL with 
fewer costs of deal and risks of those that they would 
have if they had to impel directly the projects. 

The first Fund of Carbon created in the world, Prototype 
Carbon Fund, was thrown by the World Bank in 1999. In 
him there take part six States - Holland, Canada, Sweden, 
Finland, Norway and Japan - and 17 companies - 
between them, BP, Gaz de France, Electrabel, Deutsche 
Bank and Mitsubishi - that in whole have contributed 180 
million dollars to invest throughout 2004 in at least 30 
projects. 

Between the chosen projects minihydraulic plants are in 
Uganda and Costa Rica, a plant of use of the biogas of a 
dump in Latvia, wind parks in Costa Rica and Colombia, 
a plant of biomass from rind of rice in Nicaragua and a 
plant geothermic and different of district heating in 
Poland. 

The World Bank and the International Association of 
Commerce of Emission threw in July, 2003 the second 
Fund of Carbon, Community Development Coal Fund, in 
order to invest exclusively in projects MCD of small 
scale. Endowed initially with 35 million dollars, in the 
Fund there take part initially the States of Holland, 
Canada and Italy, jointly with companies like Basf, 
Nippon Oil and Endesa.   

In parallel, diverse financial institutions and private 
consultants have started throwing other Funds of Carbon. 
In Spain, for example, the counsel CO2 Spain, with the 
collaboration of the broker CO2e.com and Baker and 
McKenzie develops the throwing of the Spanish Fund of 
Carbon. 

The Spanish Department of Economy has considered to 
be opportune to study, together with the World Bank, the 
possibility of creating a Fund of specific carbon for 
Spain.  

   

CONCLUSIONS 
The present document tries to synthesize and to approach 
a global vision of the political technological ones and of 
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the financial hardware designed and put at the disposal of 
the Countries signatories of the Protocol of Kyoto that 
allows them to fulfil in an efficient way with the 
obligations of reduction and limitation of gas emission of 
greenhouse effect simultaneously that develop political of 
diversification and enlargement of markets and programs 
of transference and technological innovation in  
developing countries.  

The work contributes an of integration vision of the 
aspects associated with the external economies of the 
energy sector, the instruments of control of the 
contamination of the environment and the political ones 
and instruments developed by the Countries that have 
assumed commitments quantified of limitation or 
reduction of emission of greenhouse effect. 

The development of new international instruments, of 
new financial operators and of flexible systems of 
development of programs of investment who guarantee 
the sustainable development and the diversification of the 
investment with specializing operators of management of 
risk they open new expectations and opportunities of 
business based on projects of industrial investment. 

The design of a system of securing of convertible Credits 
of Emission from Units of reduction of Emission and 
Certified Reductions of Emission they open new horizons 
of diffusion of the renewable energies beyond the 
promotion of the electricity generated from sources of 
energies renewable on the domestic market of the 
electricity (Board 2001/77/CE). 
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